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Entertainment
FRIENDS TO KEEP IN ART AND LIFE
By Nicole Tersigni

From the author of the bestselling Men to Avoid in Art and Life,
Nicole Tersigni’s next installment pairs fine art with hilarious captions
that celebrate the multitude of friendships between women and why
each one is so important. Divided into five sections representing different kinds of friends—from friends at work to the friends who would help you bury a body
no questions asked—this laugh-out-loud book perfectly captures the quirky, intimate, and
beautiful moments that bond women together.
Unjacketed hardcover, $14.95, 153 x 153 mm, 96 pages, full-color images throughout, Fall 2022

The
Nurturing

“Take an Advil, drink a full glass of
water, and get some sleep.”

Friend

“I think I drew a wiener on the bathroom stall.”
“You did. Huge balls. Go to bed.”
29
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“If your mother-in-law insults your parenting one more time,
I’m going to bounce this yoga ball off her big head.”

“I love you.”

The Hide a
Body for
You Friend
FriendstoKeep_INT_Mechs.indd 44-45

The Up for
Anything
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“Look at me! Climbing a tree like a carefree youth!”
“You’re a grown woman with an ass crack full of river sludge.”
“Wheeeeee! Best girls trip ever!”

Friend
61
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LEGO® HEROES

THE ART OF PIXAR TBD SPRING 2023

Discover the possibilities of LEGO® bricks with this inspirational
book. LEGO® Heroes profiles people of all ages who have solved
unique, real-world problems using LEGO® bricks. From building
prosthetics to improving the architecture of cities, these are stories
of kindness, innovation, and the endless limits of one’s imagination.
Interspersed with inspiring images, fun facts, and pull quotes, this
book highlights the creativity and joy brought to others through the
power of LEGO® bricks.

The Art of Pixar TBD SPRING 23 presents the story behind the
newest film from Pixar Animation Studios. It highlights the stunning
artwork from the film’s creation—including character designs,
storyboards, color scripts, and much more—and features exclusive
interviews from the creative team along with behind-the-scenes details. The next in this fan-favorite, collectible series of ART OF titles,
this book is the perfect gift for Disney fans, animation students, film
buffs, and more.

Jacketed hardcover, $19.95, 203 x 203 mm, 112 pages, full-color photographs throughout, Fall 2021

Jacketed hardcover, $42.50, 229 x 280 mm, 176 pages, full-color images throughout, Spring 2023

LEGO® IN FOCUS: EXPLORE THE MINIATURE WORLD
OF LEGO PHOTOGRAPHY
By LEGO

MARVEL MAZES
By Sean C. Jackson

LEGO® in Focus celebrates the boundless creativity of LEGO play
through stunning brick and minifigure photography. Look through
the lens of 50 toy photographers as they imagine the world from a
LEGO point of view. This distinctive collection from international
creators explores minifigure-sized perspectives on nature, urban
life, travel, and adventure. From diving into the ocean’s depths to enjoying ice cream on a
summer day, each image offers surprises and hidden humor. Detailed captions and behindthe-scenes images take us deeper into the bricks that connect us. LEGO® in Focus is the
perfect armchair travel photography book for LEGO builders and dreamers.

Explore classic adventures and iconic locations with your favorite
comics characters in this an interactive, all-ages book of mighty
Marvel mazes. Accomplish missions and locate key objects along the
way while discovering the mysteries of Doctor Strange’s Sanctum
Sanctorum, the S.H.I.E.L.D. helicarrier, Wakanda, Asgard, and Dr.
Doom’s castle. Follow the Guardians of the Galaxy to Knowhere,
help the Avengers fight the Skrulls abroad their flagship, face fearsome Sentinels with the X-Men in days of future past, and more! Brought to life by expert
maze creator Sean C. Jackson, each full-color maze is a playful visual delight for Marvel fans
everywhere.

Jacketed hardcover, $30.00, 242 x 223 mm, 160 pages, full-color photographs throughout, Fall 2022

Paperback, $14.95, 153 x 153 mm, 64 pages, 30 full-color mazes, Fall 2022

LEGO® MYSTERY MINIFIGURE MINI PUZZLES (BLUE EDITION)
12-UNIT CDU

CAN I PET
YOUR DOG?

CAN I PET YOUR DOG?
By Jeremy Nguyen

subtitle coming soon

A new challenge has arrived: six all-new surprise puzzles just for fans
of LEGO® minifigures! These blind box mini puzzles are a whole new
way to play with the world’s most collectible toy. What minifigure will
you build today? It’s a mystery! This 126-piece puzzle comes together
to reveal a surprise minifigure from the massively popular Collectible
LEGO® Minifigure series. Test your puzzle skills and LEGO knowledge
as you piece together one of six fan-favorite minifigures—you’ll have to
complete the puzzle to find out which one you have! Two of each design appear in this prepacked 12-unit display.

Through a series of increasingly improbable illustrations, this celebration of our favorite four-legged friends depicts the universal experience of bending over backward to give a good pup a well-earned
belly rub, no matter what obstacles stand in the way. Whether it’s
slathering in yourself in bacon grease or pole-vaulting across traffic,
these bizarre scenarios all share a common end goal: Must. Pet. That. Dog. The perfect gift
for any dog lover, this book is a lighthearted ode to good boys and girls everywhere.
NOT
FINAL

by Jeremy Nguyen

Unjacketed hardcover, $12.95, 153 x 153 mm, 64 pages, 2-color illustrations throughout, Fall 2022

Box with lid, $8.95 ($107.40 per CDU/12 units), 102 x 127 x 51 mm, 126-piece puzzle, Fall 2022

LEGO® iDEAS TBD 1000-PIECE PUZZLE

Get ready LEGO builders, the next challenge in the bestselling LEGO
puzzle line is here! This 1,000-piece puzzle comes together to reveal
every collectible LEGO® minifigure—from Series 1 to Series 22! Perfect for the whole family, but just as fun to take on solo, this puzzle
showcases the creativity and delight integral to the LEGO brand.
Box with lid, $17.95, 229 x 280 mm (635 x 508 mm assembled puzzle), 1000-piece puzzle,
Spring 2023
Scope out the most
interesting party guests.
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By Lim Heng Swee

Top-notch rolling techniques, tips, and tricks for
achieving the perfect joint, blunt, or spliff.

Are you struggling with stress and a hectic life? Take solace in the
wisdom of clever felines in this beautifully illustrated, cat-themed
book of affirmations. Whether it’s knowing when to curl up for a nap
or taking time to sniff the catnip, cats know a thing or two about
living your best life. Discover hidden cats and their secret knowledge in Catfirmations. Distract yourself from your troubles by searching for hidden cats in
every page of captivating minimalist artwork. This little book is the purrfect combination of
sincere and silly to help you find your most centered and playful self.
Jacketed hardcover, $15.95, 153 x 153 mm, 80 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, Fall 2022

Quizzes, charts, and illustrated guides to your
favorite herbal concoctions.
Interviews with notable cannabis lovers like Wiz
Khalifa, Dawn Richard, Tommy Chong, and others.
Explorations of rolling culture from around
the world.
And more!

Whether you’re
a serious spliff
smoker or a just
casual cannabis
connoisseur,
How We Roll has
it all. So grab
this book and
get ready to roll!

HOW WE ROLL

Looking to perfect your rolling technique? Wanna
blaze like the highest and flyest in the game?
Look no further: Your ultimate cannabis companion
is here. From Noah Rubin, former editor-in-chief of
Snoop Dogg’s media platform and worldwide weed
enthusiast, this is the go-to guide to rolling deep for
curious stoners everywhere:

HOW WE ROLL

The Art and Culture of

JOINTS
BLUNTS
SPLIFFS

By Noah Rubin

Go beyond the classic joint with these 50 unique ways of rolling up
your favorite herbal concoction. From the basics to The Scorpion,
The Holy Cross, and everything in between, How We Roll humorously explores the lifestyle and art of the joint. With eye- catching
illustrations, step-by-step instructions, DIY tips, exclusive celebrity
interviews, fun quizzes, dynamic infographics, and facts about how
other countries roll, this is the perfect gift for any weed connoisseur.
AND

Rubin

CATFFIRMATIONS:
MINDFUL MANTRAS TO AWAKEN YOUR CAT

by Noah Rubin

Illustrated by Tasia Prince

"Around the world and from
coast to coast How We Roll
stays smokin’." -Snoop Dogg

Unjacketed hardcover, $16.95, 152 x 152 mm, 160 pages, 2-color illustrations throughout, Fall 2022

100 FLIRTY & DIRTY SEX QUESTIONS
By Petunia B.

CATFFIRMATIONS JOURNAL
By Lim Heng Swee

Write your way to calm in this beautifully illustrated, cat-themed affirmations journal. This handy journal has almost 200 pages of writing room, interspersed with feline affirmations and Lim Heng Swee’s
stunning, minimalist illustrations. Perfect for a bullet journal or daily
mindfulness practice, let the secret wisdom of cats inspire you.
Hardback, ribbon marker, $14.95, 144 x 192 x 178 mm, 144 pp, full-color illustrations throughout,
Spring 2023

This titillating collection of 100 sex-positive conversation starters
is a great way for couples to explore and discover new things about
each other. With a range of provocative prompts covering topics
like masturbation, sex toys, oral sex, BDSM, fetishes, fantasies, and
more, this deck is flirty and dirty, sure to inspire stimulating discussions and new sexual adventures. A luxe package and inclusive
questions make this a must-have for couples of all orientations who are looking to build
physical and emotional intimacy—and have some naughty fun!
Box with lift-off lid, $14.95, 79 x 79 x 50 mm, 100 cards, full-color throughout, Fall 2022

PRETTY SURE YOU’RE FINE: THE STRESS-FREE AND
HEALTHY WAY TO BE STRESS-FREE AND HEALTHY

CATFFIRMATIONS NOTECARDS
By Lim Heng Swee

Share the gift of calm when you send these beautifully illustrated,
cat-themed affirmations notecards. These 20 affirming notecards
are perfect for your stressed-out friend, a new grad, or anyone who
needs a mindful, empowering boost. Featuring feline affirmations
coupled with Lim Heng Swee’s stunning, minimalist illustrations of
hidden cats, these notecards will brighten the spirits of friends and
loved ones with the secret wisdom of Catffirmations.
Box with lid and note cards, $16.95, 111 x 141 x 40 mm, 20 full-color illustrated notecards and
envelopes, Spring 2023

By David Vienna

Tongue-in-cheek yet thoroughly practical, Pretty Sure You’re Fine
is a hilariously helpful guide to reassuring yourself that things aren’t
quite as dire as you might fear. From David Vienna, author of Calm
The F*ck Down, comes this fun counterargument to every wellness
fad and lifestyle expectation, assuring readers that they’re doing
just fine as is! Packed with amusing yet comforting advice from real
experts in mental and physical health fields, on topics from physical
fitness and nutrition to motivation and work-life balance, this is the book for anyone who
needs to quit worrying about the little stuff (and some medium stuff, too).
Unjacketed hardcover, $16.95, 127 x 178 mm, 144 pages, 4-color illustrations throughout, Fall 2022

I am just right
just where I am.

If you don’t
get me,
I have to go
be awesome
elsewhere.
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THE LITTLE BOOK OF ROLLER SKATING
By Moxi Skates

From popular roller skating brand Moxi Skates comes the best tips
and tricks to make the most out of your roller skating experience, no
matter where you are in your skating journey. With bright, colorful
graphics and various gear guides, pop history, music playlists, and
more, this book is irresistibly cute and wholly accessible. Whether
you skate on the daily or just love all things roller skating, there’s a
little something for everybody.
Unjacketed hardcover, $16.95, TBD mm, 160 pages, full-color images throughout, Spring 2023

NATURE SWAGGER: STORIES AND VISIONS OF
BLACK JOY IN THE OUTDOORS

Nature Swagger is a visual celebration of Black joy in outdoor
spaces. Filled with gorgeous photography and compelling storytelling, the book brings together inspiring stories from outdoor leader
Rue Mapp, founder of Outdoor Afro, and a wide range of contributors who share their experiences of self-discovery, healing, connection, and joy in the natural world. Brimming with evocative imagery
and stirring first-person narratives, poems, essays, and interviews, this book celebrates the
rich history of Blackness in the outdoors and invites readers to reconnect with the power of
nature.

8

Poems from Your Adult Child

The

Brown Thumb
Guide to
Houseplants

THE BROWN THUMB GUIDE TO HOUSEPLANTS: HOW TO
GROW COOL PLANTS WHEN YOU’RE A HOT MESS
By Holly Theisen-Jones

We all love the idea of houseplants, but what do we do if we can’t
even keep a cactus alive? The Brown Thumb Guide to Houseplants
is the can’t-fail key to becoming your own houseplant whisperer.
Full of useful advice, crucial dos and don’ts, plus keys to identifying that cool plant you saw at your mom’s house one time, this
handy little guide delivers tips and tricks with a healthy dose of
gently ribbing humor. For those who want to take care of houseplants but can hardly take care of themselves, this is the perfect handbook for even the most
greenery-inept individual.
How to
Grow Cool
Plants When
You Are a
Hot Mess

Unjacketed hardcover, $16.95, 159 x 184 mm, 128 pages, 40 full-color images, Spring 2023

Hands on
the Land

TALES OF POLYNESIA

Traditional stories from Polynesia come to life in this breathtaking
illustrated edition. Celebrate a rich narrative heritage, including tales
from New Zealand, Hawaii, and other islands. This keepsake volume
continues the beloved Tales series, complete with a luxe hardcover package, creamy pages, and a ribbon marker. Illustrations by a
contemporary artist grace each story in the collection. This is the
perfect gift for any fan of the film Moana or anyone fascinated by the
folklore of the Polynesian islands.

107

Unjacketed hardcover, $24.95, 191 x 229 mm, 144 pages, 16 full-color illustrations throughout, Spring 2023

1/28/22 11:47 AM
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When we were kids, we were used to our mothers taking care of us.
As teenagers, they had to put up with our angst-ridden tantrums.
Now that we’re adults, we realize taking care of ourselves is actually
really hard and moms are awesome. Designed to look like an extended Mother’s Day card, this little book celebrates the way mother/
child relationships evolve as we grow up, via 50 humorous and
relatable poems. Whether it’s stopping by their house because they
have an in-unit washer and dryer, apologizing for the loud music you played when you were
a kid, or simply letting them know how much you appreciate them, mom’s deserve some love
for all of their hero work.

Holly Theisen-Jones

Unjacketed hardcover, $24.95, 184 x 235 mm, 224 pages, more than 100 full-color photographs, Fall 2022

106

By Olivia Roberts

Unjacketed hardcover, $12.95, 127 x 177.8 mm, 64 pages, 2-color images throughout, Spring 2023

By Rue Mapp

NatureSwagger_Int_2G.indd 106-107

Mom,
Can I do
laundry
at your
house?

MOM, CAN I DO LAUNDRY AT YOUR HOUSE?: POEMS FROM
YOUR ADULT CHILD

63
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NEIGHBORHOOD APPRECIATION CARDS

EMO POETRY GENERATOR

Hardcover 3-section flipbook, $14.95, 108 x 153 mm, 118 pages cut into thirds, full-color images throughout, Spring 2023

Box with hinged lid and note cards, $10.95, 103 x 73 mm, 50 flat cards (25 designs), full-color images throughout, Spring 2023

W

A sweet way to connect with your neighborhood and spread good
cheer, this deck of mini cards features bright, happy images and
friendly messages like “Your garden made me smile. Thank you.”
and “That’s one cute dog you have there!” Just leave a note on your
neighbor’s porch or in their mailbox to inspire a smile and neighborly
camaraderie. Includes 50 notes (25 designs, repeated twice) and a
little booklet with suggestions on how to appreciate and contribute to your neighborhood—
all in handy, compact box.

HY

AR E W E I N

SID

Journal

E A CLOUD?

W H Y A R E W E I N S I D E A C LO U D ?

r

By PapaLlama

Are you feeling nostalgic for your studded belt and black eyeliner?
Do you miss taking to Myspace and posting the emotional poetry
you wrote because nobody understands you? This flipbook-style
generator is chock-full of melancholic phrases reminiscent of emo
internet poetry from the early-to-mid-2000s. Users can flip around
each section, split into thirds to yield hundreds of unique combinations, to find the perfect emo poem that speaks to them.. An
excellent gift for poets, fans of bands like My Chemical Romance, or
anyone who is excited about the current emo and pop punk revival!

WHY ARE WE INSIDE A CLOUD?: AN ACTIVITY
JOURNAL TO EASE FLIGHT ANXIETY

THE STORY ORACLE: A CREATIVE WRITING
AND INSPIRATION DECK

By Ariela Rudy Zaltzman and Cecilia Santini

By Katherine Furman

The ultimate travel companion for nervous flyers, this guided journal
quells flight anxiety through the power of creativity. Organized into
three sections (Takeoff, In Flight, and Landing) and packed with
writing and drawing prompts, activities like bingo and word searches,
and colorful illustrations throughout, this carry-on essential is
An Activity Journal
designed to distract, amuse, and soothe your nerves throughout your
to Ease Flight Anxiety
flight. Complete with a preflight checklist, flight log, informative
flight facts, and plenty of space to doodle the stress away, Why Are We Inside a Cloud? can
be used on multiple trips—whether you’re a frequent flyer or the occasional traveler.

Break writer’s block and find colorful, meaningful story inspiration at
every turn of a card! A creative twist on divination cards such as tarot
and oracle, The Story Oracle offers a deck of 78 unique cards with
bright, iconic illustrations and open-ended, multi-meaning readings
built to inspire storytelling. Just draw a card to determine the next
twist in your story (maybe “Follow that Car” or “Misunderstanding”),
shape the perfect character arc (such as “Pride,” “Guardian,” then “Surprise Villain”) and
much more. A guided booklet offers potential readings for each individual card (upright and
reverse), as well as card layouts that set up a variety of story conditions.

Paperback with flexi-binding, $14.95, 127 x 178 mm, 192 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, Spring 2023

Box with lift-off lid and thumb-cut sides, $14.95, 83 x 133 mm, 78 full-color cards, 108-page booklet, Spring 2023

MINI MEMOIR: LONG STORY SHORT – A JOURNAL
By Lisa Nola

Make a long story short with Mini Memoir, a guided journal that
makes telling your life story easier than ever! From the author of
the bestselling Listography series, this journal features 70 thoughtprovoking topics from reflecting on best childhood friends and
memorable trips to toughest experiences and moments of bravery.
Each topic starts with a list prompt to help spark ideas followed by
a few questions for reflection, and then plenty of space to explore
your memories in more detail. Once completed, you’ll have a cherished mini memoir that
will keep your stories alive for generations to come.
Paperback with lay-flat binding, $17.95, 153 x 203 mm, 288 pages, 2-color spot illustrations throughout, Fall 2022

FOREST

F R I E N D LY C R E AT U R E

GUN
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LONELINESS

F O L L O W T H AT C A R
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Art

Art
HERVÉ TULLET’S ART OF PLAY: CREATIVE LIBERATION
FROM AN ICONOCLAST OF CHILDREN’S BOOKS
(AND BEYOND!)

WOODEN STONES

By Hervé Tullet and Sophie Van der Linden; essays by Leonard S.

Marcus and Aaron Ott
(2010)

This is the definitive book for adults from an iconoclast of the
children’s book world. Hervé Tullet is an internationally renowned,
best-selling author and illustrator, an artist who invites readers
of any age to play, experiment, and create joyfully. In this careerspanning monograph, he shares his inspirations and his origins
alongside illustrations, sketches, fine art, and photographs from
his collaborative “Ideal Exhibition,” which has been shown in museums around the world.
This deluxe volume is sure to be a favorite among parents, teachers, and librarians as well
as art aficionados.
BY

Hervé Tullet and Sophie Van der Linden
Aaron Ott and Leonard A. Marcus

ESSAYS BY

Unjacketed hardcover, $40.00, 203 x 279 mm, 256 pages, full-color images throughout, Fall 2022

Takayama, nestled in the mountains of Gifu pref
northwest of Tokyo, has been renowned for the
furniture handmade by shokunin craftsmen for
The Takayama furniture workshop Kijiya asked m
a wooden stool and released the Kamachi Stool
can still custom-order it today. While designing
their studio and encountered a machine that can
into a three-dimensional object based on 3D dat
The only way to carve curves into wood had bee
it by hand, but by that time, computers had start
the world of furniture making. Today, this techn
taken for granted, but at the time, it was still unu
cially in modest woodworking shops.
Seeing the machine deeply inspired me. At
I was interested in bringing to life preexisting sh
formations created by nature, rather than dream
own. Whatever forms my inadequate brain coul
must already exist, somewhere in the world.13 Sur
far more worthwhile to seek out a shape formed
Hervé Tullet est né en France en 1958 dans la ville d’Avranches,
département de La Manche, en Normandie, mais il a vécu toute son
enfance, dès ses six mois, à Paris. Voilà pour l’état civil. Sa biographie s’enracine pourtant plus précocement. Il faudrait sans doute
débuter son histoire bien avant, vraisemblablement un jour d’août
1944, à quelques kilomètres d’Avranches, lorsque sa mère, enfant,
est prise dans la terrible bataille de Mortain. Il s’agit de l’une des
premières et des plus importantes batailles de la libération de la
France lors de la Seconde Guerre mondiale. La mère d’Hervé Tullet, enfant de la campagne, issue d’une famille de chiffonniers, est
réfugiée dans une mine pendant les bombardements. Elle mange
des patates crues pour survivre, après avoir vu son propre père
mourir sous les balles de la milice quelques jours plus tôt. Elle sera
ensuite placée chez des inconnus. Sans doute maltraitée. De cette
période elle ne parlera jamais, pas même à son fils. Mais cette souffrance reste inscrite en elle, celle de cette guerre qui l’a intensément meurtrie, dans laquelle elle s’est perdue elle-même.
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Ma mère que je n’appelle pas maman.
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Mortain est une petite ville industrielle. La mère de famille, et
grand-mère maternelle d’Hervé, ouvrière, veuve vaillante, éduque
après-guerre avec énergie, malgré le dénuement et la misère, ses
cinq enfants, orphelins de père. Près de là, à Saint-Aubin de Terregatte, dans la famille paternelle d’Hervé, on est paysan depuis
des générations. La première famille méprise la seconde en vertu
d’une rivalité sociale.
Devenue jeune fille, la mère d’Hervé travaille dans un hôtel, où elle
est fascinée par la bourgeoisie, à laquelle elle sert le thé. Le père
d’Hervé est lui employé dans une épicerie, d’où il est licencié, suite
à la découverte d’un petit trafic. Les jeunes époux s’échapperont
alors à Paris. Ils habiteront une pièce, puis deux, puis trois et enfin
cinq pièces, déménageront chaque fois dans le même pâté de maison, entre la rue Chaudron et la rue du Faubourg Saint-Martin,
entre les rails de la gare de l’Est et le canal Saint Martin, entre les
métros Stalingrad et Jaurès, quartier relégué du Paris populaire.
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JUST
ENOUGH
DESIGN

NOT
FINAL

JUST ENOUGH DESIGN

HOW TO BE A RULE-BREAKING LETTERER

By Taku Satoh, translated by Linda Hoaglund

By Huyen Dinh

This fascinating volume is both a design manifesto and a tour of
Japanese culture from an expert guide. Hodo hodo, an ancient concept, can be translated as “just enough.” Taku Satoh has used this
philosophy to create elegant, enduring designs over his illustrious
career. Now he shares his insights, not only paying homage to history, but also addressing contemporary concerns such as sustainability. Satoh shares examples from his own incredible body of work,
from Issey Miyake’s Pleats Please campaign to a rooftop playground.
This book promises to transform how readers interact with everyday objects, and to satisfy
designers and Japanophiles alike.
Reflections on the Japanese
Philosophy of Hodo-hodo

By Taku Satoh

Edited and translated by Linda Hoaglund

This fresh and fun handbook invites you to express your unique self
through hand-lettering. After experiencing the pressure of perfection
as a schoolgirl in Vietnam and later in online lettering classes, Huyen
Dinh embraced her own quirky style. She found success as a hand
letterer using squiggly lines, irreverent messages, and pastel hues.
In this upbeat guidebook, she walks you through the basic rules of
hand-lettering, and then tells you how to break them. She also provides guidance on brainstorming, iterating, and refining, and offers inspiring prompts. This
accessible paperback is fully illustrated and drenched in Dinh’s signature pink palette.
Paperback, $19.95, 184 x 235 mm, 144 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, Spring 2023

Jacketed paperback, $19.95, 127 x 178 mm, 144 pages, full-color images throughout, Fall 2022

LIFE / DRAWING DECK
MAKE YOUR OWN FUN
999 Things to Draw, Write, and Get Unbored!

Say goodbye to creative block with this encyclopedic collection
of prompts for writing and drawing! This boredom-busting guided
journal offers a whopping 500 prompts for writing and drawing your
way through just about anything. Whether you’re honing your skills
for a profession in the arts or simply looking for an easy creative
outlet, this workbook offers ample opportunities for doodling and
daydreaming the hours away.

50

ING
DR AW ES
ITI
ACTIV

By Alyssa Block

This handy deck is full of inspiring exercises that encourage artists
of all levels to develop a regular drawing habit, break through blocks,
and spark some creative play. The cards offer a mix of prompts to
improve focus, build up drawing skills, or get loose and experiment.
Pull a card at random or choose a card every week for a year. Every
prompt promises creative fun for budding artists and casual creatives
alike.

by Alyssa Block

Deck, $19.95, 102 x 161 mm, 50 cards, full-color illustrations throughout, Spring 2023

Paperback workbook/sketchbook, $16.95, 153 x 204 mm, 400 pages, blank and lined pages, Fall 2022

DANCE FOR JOY
By Aurélia Durand

Star illustrator Aurélia Durand celebrates the transformative, revolutionary power of dance in a book and two interactive stationery
formats. French-born and Denmark-based artist Durand skyrocketed to international popularity when she illustrated This Book Is
Anti-Racist—capturing hearts with her exuberant, colorful artwork.
In Dance for Joy, her first book for adults, Durand’s passion for
dance traditions around the world meets her dedication to activism
through art. She presents dancing as a radical practice of joy and
self-expression. Complementing the book, a box of pop-up notecards offers celebratory
messages through dynamic dancing figures. And a guided journal features a flipbook effect
of dancers in motion alongside inspirational prompts for all creatives.

Jogging While Black Driving While Black
Living While Black Voting While Black
Laughing While Black Shopping While
Black Working Out While Black The Art
of Everyday Resistance Golfing While
Black Praying While Black Ajuan Mance
Protesting While Black Dancing While
Black Singing While Black Biking While
Black Jamming While Black Wearing a
Hoodie While Black Sleeping While Black
Barbequing While Black Going Home While
Black Lodging While Black Parenting
While Black Selling Lemonade While Black
Living While Black Swimming While Black
Staring While Black Waiting While Black
On Campus While Black Selling Water
While Black Smoking While Black Trans
While Black Policing While Black Sleeping
While Black Selling Lemonade While Black
Lodging While Black Swimming While
Black Waiting While Black Policing While

LIVING WHILE BLACK: THE ART OF EVERYDAY RESISTANCE
By Ajuan Mance

Laughing. Grieving. Being a kid. Even the purest expression of
pleasure, the most human display of sorrow, or the simplest delight
of childhood is an act of resistance if you happen to be Black. This
immersive book features 40 defiantly joyful illustrations by artist
and educator Ajuan Mance, each artwork depicting a person of African descent going about their everyday business. Begun as Mance’s
personal response to the Black Lives Matter protests in 2020, Living While Black denounces
the excessive surveillance and violence aimed at Black folks engaged in the activities of
everyday life—and celebrates the courage and resilience of the Black community. Mance’s
thought-provoking project makes a wonderful tool for teachers, students, activists, and
parents navigating conversations about racism and resistance.
Unjacketed hardcover, $19.95, 180 x 204 mm, 128 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, Fall 2022

Unjacketed hardcover, $18.95, 153 x 204 mm, 128 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, Fall 2022

TOGETHER
WE THRIVE
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Costuming Black History and the Afro-Future, from

Do the Right Thing
to Black Panther
F O R E WO R D BY DA N A I G U R I R A

THE ART OF RUTH E. CARTER: COSTUMING BLACK
HISTORY AND THE AFRO-FUTURE, FROM DO THE RIGHT
THING TO BLACK PANTHER

CORITA KENT’S 10 RULES FOR ART-MAKING

Sister Corita Kent was a pop art icon, Catholic nun, activist, and
teacher. Today, she remains beloved for her philosophy as much as
her art. The “Art Department Rules”—10 principles she developed
alongside her students in the 1960s—have inspired generations of
artists. In this volume, curated in conjunction with the Corita Art
Center, 10 contemporary artists give each of the rules a fresh illustrated treatment, while 10 other creatives muse on Kent’s legacy in
brief essays. It’s a slim, colorful volume, bursting with inspiration.

By Ruth E. Carter

This deluxe book celebrates the iconic and Oscar-winning cinematic
costume design of Ruth E. Carter—from Do the Right Thing to
Black Panther. Carter’s creative vision has shaped the portrayal of
the American Black experience on film for the last 30 years. This
the art of
volume is replete with sketches, film stills, a peek inside Carter’s
ruth e carter
studio, and gorgeous images by star photographer Awol Erizku.
Throughout, Carter shares her story—from how she got started to her extended creative
collaboration with Spike Lee. Published to coincide with the highly anticipated second Black
Panther movie, this is a collector’s item and a unique art book.

Hardcover, $14.95, 153 x 204 mm, 80 pages, 10 full-color images, Spring 2023

PLAN, DREAM, REFLECT: A THREE-YEAR PROGRESS
JOURNAL

The New Queer Am
e

Hardcover, $45, 204 x 280 mm, 224 pages, full-color images throughout, Spring 2023

r

By Katharine Watson

THE NEW QUEER AMERICA: PHOTOGRAPHS AND STORIES
FROM LGBTQ+ YOUTH

ica
Voices of

Whether you’re working on a big creative project, learning a skill, or
putting new habits into practice, this journal is a place to begin the
next chapter of your journey. Divided into three sections to be filled
out over three years, this journal offers annually repeating questions
that invite you to assess progress and highlights over the past year
and to thoughtfully approach goals and dreams for the year ahead.
Luxe foil-stamping and Katharine Watson’s elegant block print artwork and make this a keepsake archive of your progress over three years—and a beautiful gift.

By Maxwell Poth

LGBTQ+
Youth

Queer life exists beyond New York and San Francisco: Read the inspiring stories of LGBTQ+ youth, written in their own words, and get
a glimpse of the lives they are leading all over America. Interviewed
r
Quee a and photographed by author and activist Maxwell Poth, founder of
w
e
c
N
i
The
Amer
the nonprofit Project Contrast, these queer kids and teenagers offer
us a glimpse of what their lives are really like in rural America. Their
stories—about coming out and coming to terms with their identities, about schoolmates and
teachers, about their families of origin and the LGBTQ+ community they’ve found or are
searching for—are accompanied by Poth’s photographic portraits, a mix of black-and-white
and color. This volume is a moving and inspirational snapshot of what it’s really like growing
up queer today.
By Maxwell Poth,

founder of Project Contrast

Hardcover journal, $16.95, 153 x 204 mm, 144 pages, foil-stamping, belly band, 3 ribbon markers, Fall 2022

HEY, WEIRDO!

Hey, Weirdo
Hey, Weirdo

By James Victore and Laura Victore

The world needs your weird! This is a book for the outcasts, artists,
creative thinkers, and non-conformists—anyone who’s ever been
made fun of for being different. In this follow-up to the popular Feck
Laura and James Victore
Perfuction, the authors deliver the ultimate defense of being weird.
Weird is not a flaw to be hidden, but a superpower to be explored,
embraced, and celebrated. This power will save you—from BS jobs,
soul-sucking mundanity, family stagnation, and creative frustration.
Illustrated in James Victore’s inimitable style and presented as an accessible and durable
paperback, this book is the companion to a radically fulfilling life.

Paperback, $24.95, 185 x 235 mm, 192 pages, 150 full-color and b&w photographs throughout, Spring 2023

the

Creative

The Definitive Guide to Being Weird.
Kinda Like the Bible—But for Weirdos.

THE CREATIVE BUSINESS START-UP GUIDE
By Alicia Puig and Ekaterina Popova

Offering veteran insight from two impressively successful businesswomen, this guide to becoming a creative entrepreneur will teach
you how to turn your creative practice into a career where you can
be your own boss. From selecting a business model to building a
brand, from managing your time to scaling up your production, starting your own creative business often means doing it all yourself.
Enter The Creative Business Start-Up Guide, by Ekaterina Popova
and Alicia Puig, the co-founders of Create! Magazine. Their book features accessible, jargonfree advice based on real-life experience, interviews with successful creative entrepreneurs
from a multitude of backgrounds, and actionable steps at the end of every chapter. Whether
you are starting a podcast or selling your ceramics wares, this handbook has all the information you need to hit the ground running.

Business

Start-Up
Guide

Paperback, $19.95, 153 x 204 mm, 160 pages, full-color images throughout, Spring 2023

By Alicia Puig & Ekaterina Popova

Paperback, $24.95, 153 x 204 mm, 256 pages, Spring 2023
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16. It’s just paint.

02. Devining the Weird

I had a young friend who is smart, bright, funny and talented. She works as an assistant in the entertainment industry— not her preferred job, but it pays. We would
meet occasionally after work for a drink. One early evening in a quiet moment she
confided in me and told me a story from her childhood.
“When I was a kid my parents would take me to museums. I wanted to be an
artist. I loved to draw and paint. One morning I decided to make a special portrait of
my parents as a surprise to show them how much I loved them and what a good artist
I was. To make it like the ones in the galleries, I painted their picture on the wall of
my bed room.” She remembered how proud she was of the work and her excitement
at the exhibition opening as she called her parents into her room. She vividly remembered how they reacted… they flipped out. Furious that she had besmirched their
paint job, “Oh nooo, How could you do such a thing???”
In that moment they destroyed any confidence their young daughter had
built and any dreams of an artistic future. The memory was still strong with her as
was the feeling of being punished for expressing herself creatively. She still has hopes
of being an artist, but equates her art, talent and weirdness with shame and reprimand. So a job ‘related’ to the arts will have to suffice.
Yes, kids should have boundaries, yes, we are supposed to teach them respect
of others and respect of property. But the reality is that it’s just paint. It can be easily
fixed or cleaned.. or better yet, framed. Does your love of a clean house or cost of a
rug cleaning outweigh the love of your child? Direct their energies. Show them the
proper place to paint and draw and make a mess (children are messy), set up an easel,
throw down a tarp. Let your kids make mistakes and guide those mistakes. If you
really can’t handle anarchy, paint outdoors.
Humans learn by experiment, trial and error and practice. Thus the early
urges of creativity and exploration come out as spills and falls and breakage and mess
and chaos and tears. Ooopsie.
All of these are supremely important in the development of a child. It’s how
they hard wire and integrate their spirit, intuition and imagination solidly into who
they are as a person. As a parent, its your job to recognize, guide and foster their
weird and creative spirit and not shut it down out of convenience. And if you can’t
foster it, at least don’t crush it.

Weird is a relative word. It is not easily held to one context, and that makes
defining it tricky. We use weird in a number of ways and there are a million varying degrees of weirdness. Weird can mean wondrously fantastical in one sense and
disturbingly grotesque in another. But what is certain is that “Weird” is a catch-all,
pertaining to anything that lies outside of our range of expected perception. Anything
that touches on that limitless realm of the unknown can be labelled as weird.
Heading into that weird unknown pushes all our survival instinct stress buttons. We tend to play it safe by running away from the unknown, thinking that well, if
there’s a 50/50 chance of certain death on the other side of that veil then I’ve dodged a
bullet. But part of what this book is about is arguing that while you may have dodged
a bullet, you’ve also stunted your personal growth by not venturing out into the weird
blue yonder where all new future possibilities reside. What if everything you’ve ever
wanted is just beyond that weird uncomfortable place you fear so much?
Since everything is a matter of ones perspective, we see things as we are,
through our own filters, not as they really are. Varying cultural and societal norms
create different levels of acceptance and standards of weird. What lifestyle, dress or
morality that passes as de rigueur in Brooklyn may cause a ruckus in Texas. Trends
come and go, it is our perspective that classifies whether something is good or bad for
us at that particular moment in time. But, coming from a broader universal perspective, there is no good weird or bad weird, there are only helpful or harmful intentions.
For this book we will limit our conversation to weird as it relates to you
and our thesis of it as your personal authority. Our stance is simply that weird is
something to be explored, expressed, and tapped into as a means of activating your
authentic power source.
But, like any power, it is what you do with it that matters. Weird is acknowledgement that you have a choice in your path, and in controlling your destiny. You
get to decide to see your weirdness as a gift or a curse. It is the power of deliberately
choosing a response to a situation which comes from your inner authority and not
any external source. It is a radical acceptance of self. An honoring of your most sacred
existence. A lesson in loving yourself unconditionally. Of embracing the weird bits
about you and recognizing them as boons to help you on your epic life adventure.

36
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By Jane Mount

This clever set of erasers, made to look a little stack of books, is
perfect for bibliophiles! Featuring the art of Jane Mount, this set of
4 rectangular erasers are set inside a die-cut box with their “spines”
facing out to mimic the look of a bookstack. Each eraser’s sleeve is
decorated with bookish illustrations, featuring faux covers of classic
books. Paired with the rest of the Bibliophile gift line, this colorful
eraser set is an irresistible self-buy and a perfect gift for bibliophiles.
Erasers, $15.95, 63.5 x 41.91 x 19.05 mm, 4 erasers, Fall 2022

Food and Wine

BIBLIOPHILE LITERARY ERASERS

BIBLIOPHILE LITERARY NOTEPAD
By Jane Mount

This beautiful and handy noteblock, made to look a little vintage
book, is perfect for bibliophiles! Featuring the art of Jane Mount, this
chunky noteblock is encased in a cloth “cover” with foil stamping,
giving it the look of a well-loved vintage book. With over 400 perforated pages and a handy ribbon marker, this note block is perfect for
capturing all your bookish ideas and thoughts. Paired with the rest of
the Bibliophile gift line, this note block is an irresistible self-buy and
perfect gift for fellow bibliophiles, placed in a book-lover’s statement, as part of a back-to-school end cap, or sprinkled throughout a
specialty store.
Notepad, $15.95, 115 x 115 mm, 408 perforated pages, Fall 2022

BIBLIOPHILE LITERARY PENCILS
10 Graphite Pencils

BIBLIOPHILE

S FOR ALL OF
ADVENTURES

TEN GRAPHITE PENCILS

BIBLIOPHILE

There’s time enough, but none to spare. —The Marrow of Tradition

It is when you give of yourself that you truly give. —The Prophet

Beware, for I am fearless, and therefore powerful. —Frankenstein

I try all things; I achieve what I can. —Moby Dick

Ponder and deliberate before you make a move. —The Art of War

Nothing that we do, is done in vain. —A Tale of Two Cities

The merit of all things lies in their difficulty. —The Three Musketeers

Tomorrow is a new day, with no mistakes in it yet. —Anne of Green Gables

I like good strong words that mean something. —Little Women

LITERARY PENCILS

gh Ang. Win Co. Ltd.,

pril 2022.

I declare after all there is no enjoyment like reading! —Pride & Prejudice

BIBLIOPHILE

There’s time enough, but none to spare. —The Marrow of Tradition

It is when you give of yourself that you truly give. —The Prophet

Beware; for I am fearless, and therefore powerful. —Frankenstein

I try all things, I achieve what I can. —Moby Dick

NO. 2 PENCILS

M D-4236.

LITERARY PENCILS

LITERARY PENCILS

By Jane Mount

This set of pencils, featuring quotes from classic books, is perfect for
bibliophiles! Featuring the art of Jane Mount, this colorful pencil set
has tons of literary charm. Each of the 10 pencils features a bookish
quote from literary classics like Pride & Prejudice and Moby-Dick
stamped in bright foil on the barrel. Nestled in packaging that makes
the pencils look as if they’re sitting among a stack of books, this pencil set is an irresistible self-buy and perfect gift for fellow bibliophiles,
paired with the rest of the Bibliophile line in a book lover’s statement,
as part of a back-to-school end cap, or sprinkled throughout a specialty store.
Pencil, $15.95, 83 x 197 x 20 mm, 10 sharpened graphite pencils, Fall 2022

CREATIVITY IS POWER PENCILS
By Lisa Congdon

Unlock your creative superpower with this set of 10 graphite pencils!
Featuring colorful, eye-catching patterns by artist Lisa Congdon
on the barrels, this box of pencils is sure to help you accomplish
your best work yet—whether you are writing, drawing, drafting, or
doodling.
Boxed pencil set, $15.95, 83 x 197 x 20 mm, 10 sharpened graphite pencils, full-color barrel
illustrations, Fall 2022
18
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MIND OVER BATTER
75 Recipes for Baking as Therapy
SNOOP PRESENTS: E-40 Cooks

PRESENTS

By Snoop Dogg and Earl Stevens

FROM CROOK TO COOK

1/22/22 11:52 AM

Unjacketed hardcover, $24.95, 190 x 228 mm, 192 pages, full-color photographs throughout, Fall 2022

Hardcover, $35.00, 185 x 235 mm, 272 pages, full-color photographs throughout, Fall 2022

100 MORNING TREATS
By Sarah Kieffer
RAH KIEFFER

From the beloved author of the best-selling 100 Cookies and Baking
for the Holidays, here’s a baking book featuring 100 breakfast treats
such as scones, quick breads, pastries, and more. Drawing on her
early baking experience working in coffee shops, Sarah Kieffer offers a range of recipes from one-bowl muffins to the more advanced
“project” bakes such as croissants and cinnamon rolls; many of
these doughs can be prepared the night before for easy assembly
the next morning. With Kieffer’s clean, bright photography accompanying every recipe and
a chunky, gifty package, 100 Birthday Treats is the go-to sourcebook for sweet and savory
morning-themed recipes for bakers of every stripe, breakfast lovers, and anyone who likes a
treat with their cup of tea.
SA

NOT
FINAL

MORNING
TREATS

BOWLS

BEEF

GET LOW
MEIN

Baking Sweet and Savory
for Breakfast

ULTIMATE

BURGERS
& DOGGS

$24.95 U.S./£17.99 U.K.

Following the breakout success of his first cookbook, From Crook
to Cook, Snoop Dogg returns with this new collection of recipes in
collaboration with his friend, culinary North Star, and iconic Bay
Area rapper E-40. Here are 65+ crowd-pleasing dishes that range
from drinks to main courses to desserts, drawing on E-40’s Filipino
food business, Lumpia, as well as his extensive repertoire as a
home cook, winemaker, sausage tycoon, and host of the Goon with
the Spoon video series. Packaged with a series look that gestures to From Crook to Cook
but feels fresh with E-40’s distinctive influence, this book will draw home cooks who love
Snoop Dogg and E-40, as well as the 300,000 people who bought and loved From Crook to
Cook and are eager for more recipes straight from these rappers themselves.

SCORPION
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the only cookbook you
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FROM CROOK TO COOK
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Cookin’
with
E-40

This self-care cookbook uses baking as therapy, direct from licensed
therapist and master baker Jack Hazan, with 75 simple, therapeutic
recipes. All the recipes for these sweet to savory baking projects
are inspired by the Syrian and Middle Eastern baked goods author
Hazan grew up with, along with his take on classic American
desserts, organized by what you may be dealing with that day. For
example, the recipes in the Mindfulness chapter contain a meditative, patience-building process (like for Sembussak), while the Feeling Frustrated chapter
has recipes designed to help work out excess energy (like for Semolina Cookies with Date
Stuffing), and the Self-Care section includes recipes that require just enough effort to generate a feeling of accomplishment (like Devil’s Food Mug Cake). Throughout will be invaluable
exercises and “quick sessions” that connect baking processes to the evidence-based therapy
tools Hazan uses in his practice every day.

Unjacketed hardcover, $27.95, 190 x 228 mm, 304 pages, full-color photographs throughout, Spring 2023

6 SPICES, 60 DISHES
By Ruta Kahate

Using just 6 spices—cayenne, coriander, cumin, mustard seed,
turmeric, and asafetida—here is a collection of 60 Indian recipes that
are simple to prepare yet complex in flavor. Drawing on Ayurvedic
principles that the author lives and cooks by, these recipes highlight
fresh, healthy ingredients, and include plenty of nourishing vegetable- and grain-based meals. With variations for using the Instant Pot,
home cooks can choose their preferred method for maximum ease.
Presented in a vibrant package that gestures to the lively flavors within, this is an accessible
cookbook perfect for busy people who are looking for tasty weeknight recipes that pack a
flavorful punch.
Hardcover, $24.95, 184 x 254 mm, 160 pages, full-color photographs throughout, Fall 2022
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BRIGHT

BRIGHT COOKING

Celebrated chef and tastemaker Camille Becerra believes great
food should look beautiful, taste special, and make you feel good.
In Bright Cooking, her highly anticipated first cookbook, she showcases 125 fresh, natural recipes that boost one’s mood with their
stunning beauty, and one’s body with their plant-based, healthful
ingredients. Fifty foundational pantry basics—mother sauces,
broths, dusts, finishing oils, and more—are combined in uncommon
but uncomplicated ways to create 75 eat-anytime dishes for any
occasion. With advice throughout on adding big flavors and a sense of playfulness to your
repertoire, Bright Cooking is a uniquely beautiful primer that teaches home cooks new ways
of cooking and thinking about nourishing, flavorful food.
Crisp,

Simple,

Nourishing
Recipes
for

Eating
Well

COOKING
CAMILLE BECERRA

Hardcover, $35.00, 203 x 280 mm, 256 pages, full-color photographs throughout, Spring 2023

THE
SANDWICH
COOKIE
BOOK

NOT
FINAL

Cookie lovers rejoice! This first-of-its-kind baking book is stuffed
with 65 mix-and-match cookie sandwich recipes from Browned Butter Blondie blogger Heather Mubarak. There are cookies for every
occasion and every craving, from homemade versions of childhood
favorites to elevated treats perfect for a party. Think Copycat Oreos,
Homemade Milanos, Black Forest Ice Cream Sandwiches, Strawberry Shortcake Macarons, and Almond Linzers with Tart Cherry Jam. With a whole chapter
dedicated to swirly buttercreams, smooth ganache, fruity jams, and more, home bakers can
experiment with different cookie-filling pairings to their heart’s content—or leave out the
filling altogether for a super simple bake. The possibilities are endless!
Unjacketed hardcover with a padded case, $24.95, 184 x 235 mm, 240 pages, full-color photographs throughout, Spring 2023

HOMAGE
Recipes and Stories from an Amish Soul Food Kitchen

By Alison Riley
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By Heather Mubarak

Heather Mubarak

RECIPE FOR DISASTER
Tales of Truly Comforting Food

Alison Riley

ondimentum nibh,
on commodo luctus,
nec elit.

STUFFED
The Sandwich Cookie Book

When life deals us lemons, Recipe for Disaster reminds us to literally make lemonade. Part candid storytelling and part cookbook, this
is an inspired collection of stories about finding comfort and joy in
food when disaster has struck. An all-star lineup of contributors, including Samantha Irby, Alice Waters, Bowen Yang, Sarah Silverman,
Recipe for Disaster
and more, share stories—humorous, grave, and absurd—about low
points in their lives, paired with recipes that helped them live through and cope with the
event. This gorgeously photographed book reminds us that even bad days yield something
worth sharing: stories, food, and the welcome reminder that we have all been there.
Tales of Truly Comforting Food · Created by Alison Riley

Jacketed hardcover, $24.95, 184 x 235 mm, 176 pages, full color photographs throughout, Spring 2023

RICE IS LIFE
Recipes and Stories Celebrating the World’s
Most Essential Grain

By Chris Scott with Sarah Zorn, Photographs by Brittany Conerly

This is a first-of-its-kind cookbook. Renowned chef Chris Scott
celebrates a vastly under explored foodway in the African diaspora:
Amish soul food. In this tribute to those who came before him, Scott
tells the remarkable story of his family over seven generations via
vivid narrative and comforting recipes. Born of that unique blend
of Southern, German, and Dutch cuisines, these 100 dishes include
Chicken Fried Steak with Sassafras Country Gravy, Charred Radicchio Salad with Cola-Boiled Peanuts and Shaved Amish Cheddar, and the ultimate Whoopie Pies. With stunning
photography and historic ephemera, Homage is an essential addition to the annals of soul
food cooking.
Hardcover, $35.00, 203 x 254 mm, 272 pages, full-color photographs throughout, Fall 2022

THE SEA LOVER’S COOKBOOK

By Caryl Levine and Ken Lee
NOT
FINAL

This is the ultimate love letter to rice. From the founders of Lotus
Foods, a brand that catapulted rice into fine dining, this cookbook
includes 65 dishes centered around rice and rice noodles from
cultures around the world. Narrative text highlights the cultural
inspiration behind certain dishes, the interesting stories of rice
growers, and historical tidbits about rice varieties and agriculture. With varied, delicious
recipes that are globally inspired, plus a bright and colorful interior, this book celebrates
rice as not just a pantry staple, but a staple of life.

By Sidney Bensimon

Here is a photo-rich homage to seaside living and coastal cuisine
from around the world. From chef, ocean lover, and food and lifestyle photographer Sidney Bensimon, The Sea Lover’s Cookbook contains 75 recipes to make for hungry sailors, surfers, and beach bums.
Easy enough to make in a galley kitchen on a sailboat, on the sand
at a bonfire, or in a beach bungalow with limited equipment, the recipes all feature local, seasonal ingredients to encourage sustainable
cooking. Woven throughout are personal stories from Bensimon’s travels, and more than 60
wanderlust-y photographs of ocean views and nautical scenes from around the world. This
is both a love letter to the sea (perfect for seaside shops!) and an inspiring cookbook full of
sustainable, delicious meals.

The Sea
Lover’s
Cookbook
An Homage to Seaside Living
and Coastal Cuisine Around the World
SIDNEY BENSIMON

Hardcover, $29.95, 184 x 235 mm, 256 pages, full-color photographs throughout, Fall 2022

Unjacketed hardcover, $27.95, 184 x 235 mm, 208 pages, full-color photographs throughout, Spring 2023
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By Brett Adams and Jacob Grier

Raising the Bar guides at-home mixologists to declutter their
home bar by following this basic cocktail formula: Spirit + Sugar +
Acidity/Bitterness = Tasty Cocktail. Throughout this handy book is
invaluable advice on how to stock your home bar bottle by bottle,
ensuring that every ingredient called for finds use in multiple recipes
and won’t be left gathering dust on the shelf. Each chapter introduces a new alcohol—from
classics like Gin and Tequila to adventurous spirits like Amari and Mezcal—and explains
how it opens up new possibilities for cocktails, building on the section before, so that as you
follow along with the book chapter by chapter, you’ll never encounter recipes calling for
spirits or ingredients not already at home. This book will be a go-to reference guide for the
home bartender: practical enough for day-to-day unwinding but with elevated recipes fit for
any party.
A BOTTLE-BY-BOTTLE GUIDE TO

MIXING MASTERFUL COCKTAILS AT HOME

Lifestyle

RAISING THE BAR
A Bottle-by-Bottle Guide to Mixing Up
Masterful Cocktails at Home

Hardcover, $22.95, 171 x 216 mm, 304 pages, Fall 2022

FREE SPIRIT COCKTAILS
40 Nonalcoholic Drink Recipes
By Camille Wilson

With 40 alcohol-free drink recipes light in spirit and easy to make,
Free Spirit Cocktails is a refreshing approach to cocktail-making
without the hangover. This collection of 40 zero-alcohol cocktails
contains recipes that have the look and feel of a well-crafted cocktail by utilizing the basic skills one would develop in a traditional
cocktail book; think a mix of syrups, shrubs, rims, and more that
give depth without any intimidating mixology involved. Throughout
the book are spreads of evocative photography that feels light and breezy, with a free-spirited ethos.
Hardcover, $19.95, 127 x 178 mm, 128 pages, full-color photographs throughout, Fall 2022
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FOODIE DREAMS SEEK AND FIND
A Seek-and-Find Book for Food Lovers

This colorful seek-and-find is centered around 20 fantastical food
scenes where readers are tasked to find lots of silly and strange
objects hidden throughout. The illustrations inside include lush
food-scapes filled with lots of colorful elements, charming characters, and surreal scenarios. Think a scene set in an Egg Art Studio
SEEK & FIND
filled with yolk-y works of art, a verdant Botanic Salad Garden, and
a relaxing Noodle Bar Hot Spring. The different spreads are packed
with lots of items and people so readers will be able to spend ample
time solving each puzzle, as well as simply enjoy it as a beautiful food-filled art book.
DINGDING HU

Hardcover, $14.95, 228 x 305 mm, 48 pages, full-color images throughout, Spring 2023
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REVOLUTIONARY WOMEN
By Ann Shen

HOW WE HEAL
Find Your Power and Set Yourself Free
By Alexandra Elle

How We Heal is a powerful guide to self-healing, self-discovery, and
personal liberation. Celebrated self-care author Alexandra Elle presents the framework she’s used throughout her own healing journey,
sharing the life-changing practices, meditations, and writing rituals
that changed her life. Readers will discover accessible exercises,
empowering lessons, and illuminating personal stories, plus short
essays on healing from a range of remarkable writers, therapists, activists, and celebrities.
Delivered with Elle’s signature warmth and compelling storytelling, How We Heal helps
readers tap into their own inherent power to heal so that they can live with confidence, joy,
and authenticity.
Unjacketed hardcover, $24.95, 152 x 203 mm, 256 pages, 15 2-color illustrations, Fall 2022

Revolutionary Women is a celebration of women of color, centering
women who have historically been sidelined. For fans of Ann Shen’s
beloved Bad Girls Throughout History, this spiritual successor
celebrates the accomplishments of these incredible women alongside Ann’s signature artwork. From women in dance, acting, singing
and STEM, as well as politicians and activists from all walks of like,
these women used their voices and their passions to change the
world. Now their stories are captured in a beautiful and inspiring format that elevates their
achievements. Readers will love the new take on Shen’s beloved first book, as well as the uplifting stories, beautiful and rich art, and the inspiration for readers to forge their own paths.
Hardcover, $22.50, 190 x 228 mm, 224 pages, full-color images throughout, Fall 2022

THERMAL

THERMAL
Saunas, Hot Springs & Baths
By Lindsey Bro

HEALING WITH HEAT

Affirmation
Cards

Saunas, Hot Springs & Baths

AFFIRMATION CARDS
By Alexandra Elle

65 Simple
Statements
and Manifestation
Practices

ALEXANDRA ELLE

for Self-Love

From bestselling self-care author Alex Elle, Affirmation Cards is a deck
of 65 cards featuring an affirmation on the front and a short manifestation practice on the back. Inspired by one of Alex’s most popular
offerings on Instagram, these cards are organized into four categories—
Self-Love, Self-Forgiveness, Self-Awareness, and Self-Care, appealing to
wellness enthusiasts, meditators, and Elle’s large social media following.
In a take-anywhere box with luxe production treatments and eye-catching design, Affirmation Cards makes an empowering self-purchase and
a thoughtful gift alongside self-care products.

Full of breathtaking photography and engaging stories, this collection celebrates the places, traditions, and mythologies surrounding the healing benefits of heat. Featuring more than 50 faraway
locations—from an ancient holy hot spring in Turkey to a cozy sauna
on a snowcapped ridge in Alaska—these pages overflow with idyllic
landscapes and rejuvenating inspiration. Sprinkled throughout are
simple practices for incorporating the restorative powers of heat, steam, and water into daily
life. Perfect for outdoor enthusiasts, travelers, and anyone with a spirit of adventure, Thermal is a stirring call to immerse yourself in nature’s healing warmth and beauty.
LI N D S E Y B R O

Hardcover, $29.95, 184 x 235 mm, 224 pages, full-color photographs throughout, Fall 2022

INNER WORKOUT
Transform Self-Care by Unlocking the Five Dimensions of
Wellbeing

Box with hinged lid, $19.95, 92 x 152 x 41 mm, 65 cards, Spring 2023

INNER
WORKOUT

By Taylor Elyse Morrison

Combining deeply popular self-improvement practices like mindfulness, meditation, breathwork, and self-love, Inner Workout
creates a sustainable and approachable self-care practice so you
can strengthen your inner body. Through the Take Care assessment,
a choose-your-own-adventure style guide, readers will learn how
to impactfully practice self-care in any season of life, turning to it
again and again. Each time, they’ll be led into a deeper understanding of both themselves and
their surroundings. Drawing from spirituality and science, this guide will help readers listen
within and respond in the most loving way possible. Subjects include resonating topics like
self-love, burnout, and others. This book is NOT aspirational; it’s for working and strengthening your inner self with what you already have: yourself.
Transform Self-Care
by Unlocking the
Five Dimensions
of Wellbeing

NOT
FINAL

TAYLOR ELYSE MORRISON

Paperback, $19.95, 127 x 178 mm, 144 pages, Spring 2023
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WOMEN AND WATER

MINDFUL CRAFTS: CELESTIAL CROSS-STITCH KIT

By Gale Straub, Hailey Hirst, and Noël Russell

By Chronicle Books

Women and Water is a visually driven celebration of water and the
outdoors for women who love nature, adventure, and watersports.
Collected by Gale Straub, founder of She Explores (and author of
She Explores), these are stories from women who surf, sail, scuba
dive, fish, ice skate, swim, and more. The book combines breathtaking photography with 35 compelling personal stories, exploring
themes of independence, strength, healing, and self-discovery in
nature. The result is a beautiful, inspiring book in a chunky package that makes an empowering gift for teenage girls, new graduates, and outdoorsy women of
all ages.
AND

NOT
FINAL

STORIES OF ADVENTURE, SELF-DISCOVERY,
AND HEALING IN AND ON THE WATER
G A L E S T R AU B, H A I L E Y H I R S T, A N D N O Ë L R U S S E L L

Elements

Hardcover, $24.95, 184 x 235 mm, 240 pages, 75 full-color photographs, Spring 2023

by ANDI EATON

ELEMENTS
The Path to Healing Through Nature
By Andi Eaton

For nature lovers, wellness enthusiasts, and modern mystics alike,
Elements is a beautiful book about living in communion with nature
for better health and inner peace. In this richly illustrated book,
author of Wanderful Andi Eaton presents nourishing wellness
rituals inspired by the natural world. Each chapter explores one of
the five elements—Fire, Water, Earth, Air, and Space—and suggests
ways to Wander, Nourish, Ground, and Glow in alignment with that
element. These self-care practices range from brewing a cup of ginger tea to visiting a sauna,
swimming in the ocean, mixing your own natural beauty products, and hosting a moon
circle, but ultimately, they all offer a way to disconnect from the digital world and reconnect
with nature and with yourself.
Hardcover, $19.95, 152x 203 mm, 176 pages, full-color images throughout, Spring 2023

Nature
Tool Kit

MINDFUL CRAFTS: CELESTIAL PAINT-BY-NUMBER KIT
By Chronicle Books

Slow down and find a peaceful space with this celestial-themed paintby-number kit. Designed to put your mind at ease through meditative
painting, this all-levels kit features three different dreamy, display-worthy designs. Includes three pre-printed art boards, six pots of acrylic
paint, two paintbrushes, and an instruction guide. The perfect way to
unwind, de-stress, and tap into your creative side!
Box with tray and sleeve, $24.95, 152.4 x 203.2 mm, 3 (127 x 177.8 mm) pre-printed textured art boards, 6 pots of acrylic paint, 2
paintbrushes, 1 instruction guide, Fall 2022

MINDFUL CRAFTS: GEOMETRIC CROSS-STITCH KIT
By Chronicle Books

Find pure relaxation with this modern geometric cross-stitch kit!
Designed to put your mind at ease through meditative needlework, this
all-levels kit features three different display-worthy designs. Includes:
one bamboo hoop, three cross-stitch cloths, embroidery thread in four
colors, two tapestry needles, and an instruction guide.
Box, $24.95, 152 x 25 x 203 mm, 3 (178 mm) cross-stitch cloths, 1 (127 mm) bamboo hoop, 4 colors

MINDFUL CRAFTS: GEOMETRIC PAINT-BY-NUMBER KIT
By Chronicle Books

Is di voluptatur, elendae
doluptius ut fugiaspidunt
hit, cones doloritatum eum
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VERBENA

Box, $24.95, 152 x 25 x 203 mm, 3 (178 mm) cross-stitch cloths, 1 (127 mm) bamboo hoop, 4 colors of
embroidery thread, 2 tapestry needles, 1 instruction guide, Fall 2022

of embroidery thread, 2 tapestry needles, 1 instruction guide, Fall 2022
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Tap into your inner calm and stitch the stars with this celestial crossstitch kit! Designed to put your mind at ease through meditative needlework, this all-levels kit features three different display-worthy designs.
Includes: one bamboo hoop, three cross-stitch cloths, embroidery
thread in four colors, two tapestry needles, and an instruction guide.
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Put your mind at ease with this modern geometric paint-by-number
kit. Designed to promote relaxation and mindfulness through meditative painting, this all-levels kit features three different display-worthy
patterns. Includes three pre-printed art boards, six pots of acrylic paint,
two paintbrushes, and an instruction guide. The perfect way to unwind,
de-stress, and tap into your creative side!
Box with tray and sleeve, $24.95, 152.4 x 203.2 mm, 3 (127 x 177.8 mm) pre-printed textured art boards, 6 pots of acrylic paint, 2
paintbrushes, 1 instruction guide, Fall 2022
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52® CREATIVE BOREDOM BUSTERS FOR FAMILIES

Shake up the routine and bring the family together with 52 fun creative
activities! New in the bestselling 52 series (over 6 million copies sold
across the line), this handy deck of cards packs a year’s worth of creative
entertainment that all ages will enjoy. Bond over activities like inventing
a new board game, creating a personalized map of the neighborhood, or
going on a photographic scavenger hunt. These 52 project ideas with an
arty twist will spark imaginative play and banish rainy day blues.
Box, $7.95, 63 x 89 x 19mm, 54 cards shrink-wrapped inside, Fall 2022

HOORAY FOR GRANDPARENTS
Ideas for Keeping Close, Building Traditions,
and Creating Lasting Memories
By Jay Payleitner

Hooray for Grandparents celebrates the special role grandparents
play in children’s lives. Here are 50 ways to build a strong relationship
between grandparent and grandchild, including fun activities, special
traditions to make your own, advice on how to be supportive in difficult times, and ideas for building a legacy that lives on for generations
to come. In a giftable package filled with simple, heartwarming prompts, this sweet book is a
thoughtful gift or self-buy for grandparents who want to deepen their connection with their
grandchildren.
W: 12-1/2''

Jacketed hardcover, $18.95, 153 x 203 mm, 208 pages, Fall 2022

MY QUOTABLE GRANDKID

Grandkids really say the most unique things and you don’t want to
forget those sweet moments: from stray observations to hilarious quips,
sweet sentiments, and more, capture their words in this beautiful journal. With plenty of space for writing, this best-selling keepsake journal
is just the place to create a record of your grandchild’s most memorable
sayings to revisit for years to come.

AY.
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4.99 U.K.

Journal, $15.95, 127 x 178 mm, 144 pages, full-color images throughout, Fall 2022

A Grandparents’ Journal
of Unforgettable Quotes

11/18/21 10:03 AM

CLOUD SPOTTING
Observe the Clouds to Quiet Your Mind

spine: 3/4''

By Casey Schreiner

5-1/4''
5/8''

Press pause, step outside, and look up. There is so much to gain by
simply watching the clouds go by. This take-anywhere guide invites you
to tap into the calming power of nature through the contemplative practice of cloud-spotting. Discover different types of clouds, unique sky
phenomena, and the many benefits that come from slowing down long
enough to notice them. Filled with remarkable tidbits and meditative
practices, Cloud Spotting reminds us that the wonders of nature abound if we just take the
time to look.

1/2'' hinge score(no type here)

LEAF PEEPING
Discover the Seasonal Wonders of Fall Foliage
By Erin Riley

Reconnect with nature through the quiet practice of leaf peeping. Every
autumn, we’re graced with a breathtaking spectacle as the leaves turn
from green to amber and gold. But how often do we stop to appreciate it? In these pages, discover the fascinating science of leaf-turning,
practical tips on where to find foliage, as well as grounding rituals that
encourage mindful observation of this stunning natural phenomenon. In
a petite trim size perfect for tossing in a backpack and taking on an adventure, Leaf
Peeping reminds us the value of slowing down and paying attention to the wonders that
surround us.
Hardcover, textured case, ribbon bookmark, $12.95, 102 x 152 mm, 112 pages, 2C, line drawings throughout, Fall 2022

SUNSET SEEKING
Find Inspiration in the Beauty of a Sunset
By Hannah Seo

The simple practice of watching a sunset reminds us that there is
breathtaking beauty in this world—we just have to notice it. This
portable pocket guide invites nature-lovers, adventurers, mindfulness
practitioners, and meditators to seek out sunsets and view them with intention. Learn what makes sunsets colorful; discover folklore about the
sun from different places and times; and consider what we might learn
from the sun’s reliable, unending cycle. With a deeper understanding of sunsets comes a
deeper appreciation—let this pocket guide illuminate the wonders of this daily phenomenon.
Unjacketed HC, textured case, ribbon bookmark, $12.95, 114 x 152 mm, 112 pages, 2C line drawings throughout, Spring 2023

FROM HARVEST TO HOME
By Alicia Tenise Chew, Photographs by Tom McGovern

Crisp air, vibrant foliage, chunky sweaters, warming flavors
(pumpkin, apple, cinnamon spice!). For anyone who looks forward
to all things fall, here is an inviting lifestyle guide to get the most
out of the season. Featuring inspired décor, simple DIYs, and tasty
recipes for the months of September, October, and November, this
beautifully photographed book evokes the cozy feelings of fall. From
leaf-peeping to apple-picking, hosting a spooky movie marathon,
designing a stunning autumnal tablescape, and making pumpkin spice lattes at home, From
Harvest To Home will inspire readers to make this fall their best one yet.
Hardcover, $24.95, 190 x 228 mm, 160 pages, full-color photographs throughout, Fall 2022

Hardcover, ribbon bookmark, $12.95, 102 x 152 mm, 112 pages, 2C, line drawings throughout, Fall 2022
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THE BOOK OF SOCKS
An Indispensable Miscellany
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By Hang Nguyen

By Wendi Aarons

Fun and highly giftable, The Book of Socks is an amusing illustrated
miscellany all about socks. Through humorous text and quirky art,
discover what different types of socks say about the people who wear
F
O
them. Striped socks? A bit whimsical. A bit arty. Loves museum gift
OC S
shops. Dress socks? Proud owner of three pairs of loafers, three LabraS
K
dors, and three 401Ks. Mesh socks? Probably has a new TV to sell you
An Indispensable Miscellany
that just “fell off a truck.” Fuhgeddaboudit. There are also important
musings on Famous Socks throughout History, The Controversial Invention of the Toe Sock,
and the fabled Land of the Missing Socks (where did they go? Will they ever come back?).
Packaged in a tall, narrow trim, this is a perfect add-on gift alongside a nice pair of—you
guessed it—socks. And who doesn’t love socks?
WENDI AARONS

THE NAIL ART DECK

Illustrated by KADNA ANDA

The Nail Art Deck teaches users how to easily create their own fun
and festive nail art. These all-level designs range from simple dots and
stripes, to flowers, celestial patterns, holiday motifs, and more, so
there’s something for every occasion and mood. Each card includes a
description, photo, and step-by-step instructions, and
an accompanying booklet features additional tips as well as a QR
code that links to exclusive how-to videos (perfect for Hang’s Insta-followers who already love her digital content!). Paired with a buffer and
file, or a few bottles of polish, this is a super cute stocking stuffer or anytime gift for fans of
nail art, beauty, style, or arts & crafts.
Box with sliding tray, $19.95, 152 x 90 x 25 mm, 30 folded cards, 16-page booklet, 40 full-color photos, QR code with link to exclusive
video content, Spring 2023

Hardcover, $14.95, 127 x 210 mmm, 128 pages, full-color illustrations throughout, Spring 2023

THE AESTHETICS OF CALM

SWADDLE ME UP
Baby Wrapping and Babywearing for Everyone
By Meleah Ekstrand, Photos by Bill Milne, Illustrations by Kat Yao

Here is a delightful swaddling and baby-wearing book that is as
informative as it is adorable. With a comprehensive introduction
to the ins and outs of swaddling and step-by-step instructions for
15 wrapping techniques, as well as tips on baby-wearing and how
to do it safely, this guide is any parent’s go-to for bundling up their
bundle of joy. Presented in a playful package with sweet photography and illustrations, this
charming, useful handbook is just the thing for new parents who need a little extra help in
the early days.
Hardcover with padded case, $19.95, 153 x 153 mm, 144 pages, 100 full-color spot illustrations, 12 full-color photos, Fall 2022

By Olga Dotter

Designing Your Life meets The Life Changing Magic of Tidying
Up in this guide to creating a space that promotes calm, clarity, and
positive energy. Designer and Stanford design school teacher Olga
Dotter uses principles of design thinking to offer easy-to-follow tips
for how to use furniture, sound, light, and more to create a calming
environment, using color, flow, and more to make simple, intentional changes for a profound impact. Wisdom is delivered via a smart
typographical style in a petite, stylish package, The Aesthetics of Calm helps people create
smartly intentional spaces where they can be their clearest selves.
Hardcover, $19.95, 153 mm x 203 mm, 224 pages, foil and embossed case, Spring 2023

THE LOVE DECK
70 Cards to Ignite Attraction, Passion, and Romance

SELF-CARE IN UNDERWEAR
By Ton Mak
THE

From the bestselling author of A Sloth’s Guide to Mindfulness,
here is a cheerful collection of easy self-care practices that can all
be done with no pants on. These happiness-inducing activities are
demonstrated by No-Pants Pansy—just your average gal who loves
spending time at home and can usually be found sans pants. Dip-in
dip-out vignettes show Pansy talking to her plant friends, wrapping
herself in a blanket burrito, foam rolling, jade rolling, just… rolling. Homebodies, self-care
enthusiasts, Gen Zers, and fans of silly comics will delight in this adorable, quirky book.
Hardcover with a padded case, $16.95, 153 x 153 mm, 120 pages, 60 full-color illustrations, Fall 2022

LOVE
DECK

By Lisa Stardust

The Love Deck is an enchanting guide to inviting love and romance into
your life. Organized into categories—spells, astrology, affirmations,
crystals, meditations, chakras, and journaling prompts—this fun-touse deck includes 70 beautifully illustrated cards with short practices
designed to promote love, passion, attraction, clarity, and confidence.
Users can choose a card based on their particular needs in that moment (before a first date, at a turning point in a relationship, or when
a long-term partnership needs a little more spice) or select a card at random to see what the
universe has in store for their love life.
70 CARDS
to IGNITE

ATTRACTION,
PASSION, and
ROMANCE

LISA STARDUST

Box with sliding tray, $19.95, 152 x 90 x 25 mm, 70 cards, 24-page booklet, full-color images throughout, Fall 2022
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By Azra Khamissa

From a leading voice in the henna and design world, The Henna
Archive is a powerful and beautiful collection of modern henna designs. This book beautifully explores the henna art form via stories
from women around the world about their personal relationships to
henna, as well as a striking, contemporary look book and how-to of
modern henna designs so readers can explore this fun and approachable practice themselves. Azra Khamissa, a chiropractor and leading
henna designer, has been immersed in the world of henna via her
massively popular designs on social media for years and pours her wealth of knowledge into
this unique book.

Petit Collage

THE HENNA ARCHIVE

Hardcover, $19.95, 127 x 210 mm, 128 pages, full-color photographs throughout, Spring 2023

YOU ALREADY HAVE THE ANSWERS: A GUIDED GRATITUDE
JOURNAL
365 Questions to Reveal Your Greatest Strengths

you
already
have
the
answers

Amanda Deibert—the writer behind several hit TV and comics
series—reveals with one insightful question a day, that your story is
full of wisdom and strength you didn’t even know you had.
You Already Have the Answers is a daily gratitude journal where
users are invited to reflect each day on a single question—ranging
from offbeat to motivational, but always deeply encouraging—curated around a different theme each month. Each section opens with
an explanation of the theme articulated through Amanda’s generous and inspiring personal
storytelling. Combined with her daily prompting, this journal is a guide to discovering just
how much you already know, and how much you have to be grateful for.
365 Questions
to Reveal
Your Greatest
Strengths

A GRATITUDE JOURNAL

Amanda Deibert

HC, $19.95, 152.4 x 203.2 mm, 240 pages, Fall 2022
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Where You Come From
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Inspired by our familial history, this
abstracted piece is an homage to the the
tree, and how we are one of the manylittle
things
vital branches that tether to it.
Shown here in a full spread.
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MILESTONE MOMENT CARDS

Today I sat up for the first time! Today my first tooth arrived!
Mark your little one’s milestones with these milestone moment cards
from Petit Collage. From a first smile to a first swim, these sweet
cards can help commemorate small steps and big wins. Just pick
a card and snap a pic to treasure these special growing moments
in your baby’s life. With 12 moment cards and 12 age cards (1–12
months), you’ll be able to capture numerous significant memories.
Printed on FSC paper with vegetable inks.
$14, (H x W x D) 6.1 x 4.5 x 1 in / 155 x 115 x 30 mm, cards 150 x 110 mm, Fall 2022

BALLET DANCERS MAGNETIC DRESS UP

Help these graceful ballet dancers prepare for the performance of
a lifetime in this magnetic dress-up set from Petit Collage. With 30
magnetic pieces you can make over 100 costume combinations, and
once you’ve picked out the best outfit, place the dancers in front of
the theatrical stage set so that the show can go on! Ages 3 and up.
Printed using recycled board and vegetable inks.
$24, (H x W x D) 9.6 x 7.3 x 1.6 in / 243 x 185 x 40 mm, Fall 2022

BUSY IDEAS FOR BORED KIDS: TRAVEL EDITION

Out of ideas for how to interest bored kids? Pick a card! This card
pack in a handy tin includes 50 fun ideas to keep boredom at bay
as kids are traveling. Choose cards with the PLANE icon for plane
travel ideas, CAR icon for road trip ideas, and the SHOE icon for
walking ideas. Perfect for ages 4 and up, take them on your next
vacation to keep the kids entertained. Plastic-free packaging.
$10, (H x W x D) 4 x 2.91 x 1.25 in / 100 x 74 x 31 mm, Fall 2022

BUSY READERS DECODER PUZZLE

See what you can discover inside the books of these animal friends
in this decoder puzzle from Petit Collage! It’s a reading roundup for
these bookworm buddies. Once you’ve completed the puzzle, use
the decoder masks to find the objects hiding in this busy bookstore
scene. Perfect for ages 4 and up. Printed using vegetable inks on
FSC paper.
$18, (H x W x D) 10.5 x 11 x 1.5 in / 267 x 280 x 38 mm, Fall 2022

LITTLE FARM WIND UP AND GO PLAY SET

It’s another busy day on the farm! Wind up the truck and watch it zip
around the barnyard with this wind-up-and-go play set from Petit
Collage. An easy-to-assemble track keeps this vehicle on its route.
Perfect for hours of imaginative play, the set is also easily portable
with a cotton cord handle. For ages 3 and up. Printed using vegetable inks on FSC paper. Plastic-free packaging.

MATCHING ALPHABET TWO-PIECE PUZZLES

It’s fun to learn your ABCs with this collection of 26 two-piece
puzzles from Petit Collage. The perfect way to start introducing
your child to the alphabet, each two-piece puzzle features an uppercase and lowercase letter on one piece and a bright picture on
the other. E is for Elephant, O is for Owl, and R is for Rainbow!
Young puzzlers can then use their fingers to trace the debossed
letters for a tactile learning experience. Perfect for ages 18
months and up, this puzzle collection supports the development
of fine motor skills, hand-eye coordination, and letter and shape recognition. Printed using
vegetable inks on FSC paper.
$18, (H x W x D) 5.7 x 6.7 x 2.2 in / 145 x 170 x 55 mm , Fall 2022

NATURE STROLL STROLLER CARDS

These eight sturdy nature-themed stroller cards from Petit
Collage will keep baby entertained on the go. The cards feature illustrations of things baby would spot while out on a nature stroll,
like a mushroom, a squirrel, a bird, and a tree! Bound by a fabric
strap made from recycled polyester, they can be attached easily
to the stroller. For ages 6 months and up. Printed using vegetable
inks on FSC paper.
$10, (H x W x D) 6.3 x 4.7 x 0.6 in, backing card 160 x 120 mm, stroller cards 105 x 80 mm,
Fall 2022

PARTY ANIMALS ON-THE-GO MAGNETIC PLAY SET

Decorate these scenes and tell a story on a magical hill or in a
fantasy forest with this Story Time Magnetic Play Scene from Petit Collage. This portable play set features two backgrounds and
47 magnetic pieces. Little ones to use their imagination to create
an endless combination of fantastical scenes. Perfect for ages 3+.
Box made using recycled board and printed using vegetable inks.
$15, (H x W x D) 6.5 x 6.5 x in / 164 x 164 x 24 mm, Fall 2022

PETIT FRIENDS STROLLER CARDS

These eight sturdy animal-themed stroller cards from Petit Collage will keep baby entertained on the go. Featuring illustrations
of your petit friends’ animal faces and other sweet things like
a rainbow and an apple, these will delight baby while out on a
stroll! Bound by a fabric strap made from recycled polyester, they
can be attached easily to the stroller.
$10, (H x W x D) 6.3 x 4.7 x 0.6 in, backing card 160 x 120 mm, stroller cards 105 x 80 mm,
Fall 2022

$20, (H x W x D) 5.5 x 7.5 x 2.4 in / 140 x 190 x 60 mm, Fall 2022
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DOMINOES SPOT THE DIFFERENCE FEELINGS FRIENDS

PETS TRIVIA: 50 QUIZ CARDS

Expand your little one’s knowledge with these pet trivia cards from
Petit Collage. Start expanding little minds about favorite family
friends. The 50 fun question and answer cards will surprise and
delight! Perfect for ages 5 and up, this set is a great way to learn
together. Printed on FSC paper using vegetable-based inks.
$12, (H x W x D) 5 x 3.5 x 2.1 in / 127 x 90 x 54 mm, Fall 2022

SAFARI FLOOR PUZZLE

Piece together this floor puzzle from Petit Collage. With 24
large pieces illustrated with vibrant and engaging artwork, your
little puzzler will enjoy building this wild scene. But little do
they know, they’ll also be developing their problem-solving and
matching skills at the same time! Packaged in a sturdy box with
a cotton rope handle, it’s great for on-the-go fun. Assembled
puzzle measures 24 in by 18 in (61cm x 46 cm). Printed with
vegetable inks on FSC paper. Suitable for ages 3 and up.

Can you make a match and spot the difference in these feelings
dominoes from Petit Collage? This is the classic game of Dominoes...with a twist. Each player takes turns adding a domino to
match, but no two domino images are exactly the same. Each
player must spot the difference on their feelings domino match
before play moves onto the next player. In this Feelings Dominoes set, little ones need to spot the matching emotion (happy, sad, calm, etc.) and name the
feeling of their match, encouraging the development of emotional intelligence skills. Perfect
for ages 3+ and 2-6 players. The picture card dominoes are made from 80% recycled paper
and come in a travel-friendly pouch made from recycled polyester.
$10, (H x W x D) 5.9 x 7.1 x 1 in / 150 x 180 x 25 mm, dominoes 90 x 45 mm, Fall 2022

STORY TIME MAGNETIC PLAY SCENE

Decorate these scenes and tell a story on a magical hill or
in a fantasy forest with this magnetic play scene from Petit
Collage. This portable play set features two backgrounds and
47 magnetic pieces. Little ones can use their imagination to
create an endless combination of fantastical scenes. Perfect
for ages 3 and up. Box made using recycled board and printed

$18, (H x W x D) 9.25 x 10.5 x 2.56 in / 235 x 267 x 65 mm, Fall 2022

DOMINOES SPOT THE DIFFERENCE DOGGIES

using vegetable inks.
$20, (H x W x D) 7 x 9.25 x 1.5 in / 178 x 235 x 38 mm, Fall 2022

Can you make a match and spot the difference in these Doggies
Dominoes from Petit Collage? This is the classic game of dominoes. . . with a twist! Each player takes turns adding a domino to
match, but no two domino images are exactly the same, so they
must spot the difference on their doggie domino match before
play moves onto the next player. Perfect for 2 to 6 players ages
3 and up. The picture card dominoes are made from 80% recycled paper and come in a travel-friendly pouch made from recycled polyester.

TWO SIDED ON-THE-GO PUZZLE: WOODLAND

Piece together this woodland puzzle from Petit Collage to see
the sweet animal friends in the daytime and nighttime forest
scenes! This charming 49-piece puzzle features unique designs
on either side for double the fun. The portable storage pouch
makes it ideal to take along on every kind of trip. Assembled
puzzle measures 14 in x 11.5 in (36 cm x 29 cm). Mindful of
the environment, the pouch is made from recycled polyester,
and the puzzle is printed using vegetable inks on FSC paper.

$10, (H x W x D) 5.9 x 7.1 x 1 in / 150 x 180 x 25 mm, dominoes 90 x 45 mm, Fall 2022

Suitable for ages 5 and up.
$12, (H x W x D) 6.7 x 6.8 x 1.4 in / 170 x 173 x 35 mm, Fall 2022
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